Course Description and Learning Objectives:
Public policies are not produced in a vacuum, nor can they be studied in a vacuum. Rather they are shaped by social, economic, organizational and political conditions, and they unavoidably reflect embedded value and ideological systems. Likewise, policy analysis is often times conducted for an audience with expectations and wishes under a set of circumstances that may be beyond the control of policy analysts. How can we then make sense of competing information and arrive at effective recommendations?

This course provides a general introduction to policy analysis, so that by the end of the course, you will be able to critique policy analysis and effectively communicate your recommendations to clients. The following is a list of skills you can expect to learn and develop in this course:

Production-Side Skills:
• Define and frame public problems.
• Identify and assess policy solutions.
• Make informed recommendations to clients.
• Convey complex policy issues clearly in writing and verbally.
• Understand the strengths and limitations of your analysis.

Consumer-Side Skills:
• Assess the quality of policy-relevant information presented by others.
• Identify the value and ideological systems underlying each information product.
• Identify the external factors impacting suggested policy solutions.
• Identify the strengths and limitations of information presented by others.

Required Readings:

• All other readings are available on Blackboard (blackboard.gwu.edu).

Course Requirements:
• Late assignments will result in a 10% per day penalty, and no late assignment will be accepted 3 days after the original deadline.
• Please check Blackboard for complete details of each assignment and assessment.

1) Class Participation, Engagement and Reading Summaries: Your participation grade will be assessed based on preparedness, classroom etiquette and engagement. Policy analysts often work collectively and collaboratively in a multi-disciplinary team setting. Henceforth, the ability to contribute to class discussions and encourage critical thinking is an essential skill for you to have. *If you are not comfortable with public speaking, you have the option to supplement your participation grade by submitting reading summaries of the assigned readings by the end of each class period.

2) Problem Definition Memo: You will prepare a 500 to 750 words memo introducing a policy issue you plan to analyze for your final project. You are required to identify a real client who has some power to address the problem, and explain to this client in a succinct manner why the problem needs to be addressed. You are encouraged to reuse this memo as part of your final policy analysis memo.

3) Peer Review Memo: You will review two problem definition memos written by your classmates and assess their quality using the grading rubric prepared by the instructor. The aim of this assignment is to train your critical eye to be able to review the work of your colleagues and evaluate the credibility of information sources.

4) Problem Sets: You will submit a total of three problem sets (each problem set is worth 10% of your total grade) to demonstrate an understanding of core concepts underlying policy analysis. Each written response should be no longer than 500 words.

5) Group Presentation: Each group will conduct and present a policy analysis following Bardach’s Eightfold Path. Each group should meet at least twice outside of class to choose a topic, come up with a policy definition, strategize, work out the division of labor, and prepare for the presentation. On the day of the presentation, each group is required to submit a hardcopy of presentation slides to the instructor, present for 15 minutes, and lead a substantive class discussion of the presentation for an additional 15 minutes.

6) Final Policy Analysis: You will prepare a 3,500 words memo analyzing any policy issue of your interest for a national client who possesses some power to address the issue. You are required to use both evidence and logic to demonstrate why the problem needs to be addressed, and are expected to provide four credible policy alternatives for your client to consider, in addition to a “status quo” alternative. You will describe the evaluation criteria that should guide the alternative policy selection process and project the performance of alternatives. You will assess the tradeoffs among alternatives and recommend an alternative.

Total: 100 %
Grading:
• Evaluation will be based upon a percentage point system.
• No grade changes can be made after the conclusion of the semester, other than in cases of clerical error.
• Please consult the latest TSPPA Student Handbook for policy on incompletes.

Overall Course Grades Reflect the Following Philosophy:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A–</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B+</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Adequate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B–</td>
<td>Borderline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C+</td>
<td>Deficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Course Expectations:
• This course is an advanced graduate seminar, so you are expected to play an active role in making sense of the materials covered every week and lead discussions.
• You are expected to read all required materials and attend class regularly.
• If you must miss a class, you are expected to notify the instructor in advance and arrange to submit assignments in a timely manner.
• Whether your absence is excused or unexcused, you are responsible for meeting all of the requirements listed on this syllabus. Therefore, permission to miss class does not mean you can turn in your assignments late.
• You are expected to use your laptops only for the purpose of taking notes.
• You can expect me to respond to your e–mails promptly during the weekdays between 8am to 8pm.
• You can expect me to treat you with respect and compassion, irrespective of my ideology, values, or identity.
Classroom Civility:
• “Higher education works best when it becomes a vigorous and lively marketplace of ideas in which all points of view are heard. Free expression in the classroom is an integral part of this process. At the same time, higher education works best when all of us approach the enterprise with empathy and respect for others, irrespective of their ideology, political views, or identity. We value civility because that is the kind of community we want, and we care for it because civility permits intellectual exploration and growth.”

Academic Integrity:
• “All students – undergraduate, graduate, professional full time, part time, law, etc. – must be familiar with and abide by the provisions of the Code of Academic Integrity.”
• I expect that you meet the minimum standards for academic student conduct set forth by the Code of Academic Integrity and understand that your failure to uphold academic integrity in your coursework results in academic disciplinary sanctions.

Credit Hour Guidelines:
• In accordance with the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 34 CFR 602.24(f) and the requirements of Middle States Commission on Higher Education, 3-credit lecture–based course expects students to spend a total of 112.5 semester hours. This course is designed so that 112.5hr = (2hr × 14 lectures) + (3hr × 14 class preparations) + (42.5hr on assignments) = 28hr + 42hr + 42.5hr.

Writing Resources:
• Although the course guides you through the process of formulating and understanding difficult set of ideas, it does not teach you how to write better. If you need help with your writing, you should make an appointment with a writing consultant at the Writing Center (202-994-3765).

Religious Holidays:
• In accordance with University policy, please notify me during the first week of the semester if you plan to be absent from class to observe a religious holiday. You will be allowed to make up missed assignments without penalty.

Disability Accommodations:
• Students who qualify for access to disability accommodations should contact the Disability Support Services (DSS) at 202-994-8250, so that I can provide effective and appropriate accommodations to meet the needs of students with disabilities.
• The accommodation procedure involves three steps: (1) complete a registration form, (2) document your disability, and (3) request letters to professors.
• For more information, visit their office in Rome Hall, Suite 102.

Mental and Psychological Wellness:
• If you or your peers are experiencing emotional distress, please contact the Mental Health Services at the Colonial Health Center at 202-994-5300 (available 24/7).

Safety and Security:
• In the case of an emergency, if at all possible, the class should shelter in place. If the building that the class is in is affected, follow the evacuation procedures for the building. After evacuation, seek shelter at a predetermined rendezvous location.

<<< DISCLAIMER: I reserve the right to revise this syllabus if the need arises. >>>
Course Schedule, Readings, and Assignments:

01/16 Session 1: Introduction – What Is Policy Analysis?
1) Smith: Introduction, Chapter 1 – Public Policy Making  
2) Bardach & Patashnik: Introduction  

OPTIONAL:  

“If you are unsure how to find the right expert in your policy area, you may want to set aside some time to familiarize yourself with the relevant think tanks and research institutes. See Session 1 folder via Blackboard for more details.

01/23 Session 2: Defining Policy Problems
1) Smith: Chapter 2 – Communicating  
2) Bardach & Patashnik: Part I, Step 1 – Define the Problem  
3) Smith: Chapter 3 – Definition, Frame the Problem  
NOTE: Do not worry about offering solutions YET.  

For In-Class Exercise:  
• Visit the U.S. Government Accountability Office website and review a couple of reports (not testimonies) that look interesting to you. Typically, each report begins with a summary of the report, followed by a brief overview of background information related to the problem, and then a section describing the problem (stop when the report begins to offer solutions).  
→ Please print out at least one of the problem definition sections and bring it to class

OPTIONAL:  

⚠️ Please schedule a brief introductory meeting with your assigned group to choose a topic and come up with a policy definition by early March!
01/30 Session 3: Policy Analysis in a Post-Truth World?! Use of Evidence

Problem Definition Memo Due at Midnight

2) Bardach & Patashnik: Part I, Step 2 – Assemble Some Evidence

For In-Class Exercise:
- Please bring a hard copy of your problem definition memo and be ready to share a 1-2 minute verbal pitch of your problem statement with the class.
- Please also watch this TED-Ed video on using rhetoric to get what you want.

OPTIONAL:

02/06 Session 4: Specifying Policy Alternatives

Peer Review Memo Due at Midnight

2) Bardach & Patashnik: Part I, Step 3 – Construct the Alternatives
4) Bardach & Patashnik: Appendix B – Things Governments Do.
5) Congressional Budget Office. 2014. Transitioning to Alternative Structures for Housing Finance. *Please read pages 1–6 and pay particular attention to Tables 1 & 2.

For In-Class Exercise:
- Please first watch this edX video describing how to draw causal DAGs.
- Next, please download the DAG template from Blackboard and fill out S and Ps. Bring three hard copies of your solution idea (i.e. the filled out form) and be ready to share one of your policy alternatives with the class.

OPTIONAL:
- Smith: Chapter 5 – Legislative History, Know the Record
02/13 Session 5: Implementation and Policy Design

Optional Re-Do of Problem Definition Memo Due at Midnight

1) Bardach & Patashnik: Part III, Handling a Design Problem.

For In-Class Exercise:
• First, please review these sample logic models before coming to the class:
  - CDC. 2009. Logic Model for the Prevention Research Centers Program.
  - United Way. 2015. West End After School Program (scroll all the way to the end).
• Once you are done reviewing these sample logic models, please download the logic model template from Blackboard and fill out sections 1 through 5 for one of your policy alternatives. Bring three hard copies of your implementation plan to class. Please make sure to specify both short- and long-term impacts.

OPTIONAL:
• Smith: Chapter 7 – Petition, Proposal, Letter, Request Action

02/20 Session 6: Developing Evaluation Criteria

1) Bardach & Patashnik: Part I, Step 4 – Select the Criteria.
4) United Nations. 2015. Sustainable Development Goals. *Visit their website and check out 2 of the 17 goals set by the UN by clicking on the square icons - how do they set their targets? Click on the middle tab to review the evaluative measures.

For In-Class Discussion:
• Please review ProCon.org (2017) “Should the Government Allow Immigrants Who Are Here Illegally to Become US Citizens?” Come prepared to discuss what criteria should be used to evaluate proposed reforms to the immigration and naturalization laws.

OPTIONAL:
02/27  Session 7: Projecting Outcomes Based on Models of Human Behavior
Problem Set #1 Due at Midnight
1) Bardach & Patashnik: Part I, Step 5 – Project the Outcomes.

For In-Class Exercise:
- First, please go to [this website](#) and calculate your life expectancy (please ignore anything related to pension and retirement). Scroll down the results page and take a look at the comparisons between your estimated life expectancy and other model predictions; where do you think these numbers came from?
- Next, please click on the links titled “Research on X and Longevity,” and skim through a summary or two of empirical research that went into the model.
- Please come prepared to discuss about the pros and cons of using quantitative models for projecting policy outcomes.

OPTIONAL:
- Hall, Keith. 2017. *Congressional Budget Office Director Remarks at Retirement Research Conference*. C-SPAN. *In this video, CBO director discusses how his office forecasts spending for legislation."
- Smith: Appendix B – Interpreting Data to Support Policy Argument

03/06  Session 8: Projecting Outcomes Using Evidence and Experience
Group Presentation Preparation Worksheet Due at Midnight
1) Bardach & Patashnik: Part IV – Smart (Best) Practices.

For In-Class Discussion:
- Please come prepared to discuss how you are planning on projecting outcomes for your policy analysis. Have you identified relevant case studies? What kind of assumptions are you going to make? What kind of uncertainties do you think you will face? Please come prepared to share at least one evidence that you are planning on citing in your policy analysis.

OPTIONAL:
- RAND. 2017. *The RAND Health Insurance Experiment*. *This video reflects on the largest health policy study conducted by RAND over 40 years ago.*
03/13 Spring Break (No Class)

OPTIONAL READING LIST CONCERNING INEQUALITY AND PUBLIC POLICY:


03/20 Session 9: Making Policy Tradeoffs

Problem Set #2 Due Sunday at Midnight

1) Bardach & Patashnik: Part I, Step 6 – Confront the Tradeoffs, Step 7 – Stop/Focus/Narrow/Deepen/Decide!

For In-Class Exercise:

• Please bring three hard copies of your draft tradeoff matrix table to class. The table does not have to look exactly the same as Table 15.1 – The Simple Structure of a Goals/Alternatives Matrix, shown in Vining and Weimer (p.5), but your matrix should have your evaluative criteria, policy alternatives and projected outcome cells filled out. You are required to analyze four policy alternatives and the status quo for the final paper but are free to decide the number of evaluative criteria you want to use for your analysis.

OPTIONAL:

• Smith: Chapter 4 – Evaluation, Analyze and Advise
03/27 Session 10: Tell Your Story

For In-Class Discussion:
• First, listen to this BBC Radio 4 podcast discussing the role of emotion in politics, and then review a couple of sample stories and videos posted on Blackboard. Now, ask yourself “did the presenter effectively communicate a message and persuade audiences to care about the issue?” Please come to class prepared to share your storytelling strategy for the final paper.

OPTIONAL:

04/03 Session 11: Politics & Policy Analysis
Problem Set #3 Due at Midnight
2) Bardach & Patashnik: Appendix D – Strategic Advice on the Dynamics of Political Support.

For In-Class Discussion:
• First, please watch this short video where Alan Abramowitz explains how American politics became so polarized. Next, please watch this 60-second animation visualizing partisanship over the last 60 years. Once you are done watching both videos, please read this short piece: Scheiber, Noam. 2012. “The Memo that Larry Summers Didn’t Want Obama to See.” New Republic. Please come to class prepared to discuss whether policy analysts should engage in political analysis.

OPTIONAL:
• Buchler, Justin. 2017. Does Nonpartisan Journalism Have a Future? The Conversation.
• London School of Economics and Political Science. LSE Sociology: Are There Any Right-Wing Sociologists? *Since you have taken this course from a Sociologist, this may be a good time to debrief
• Smith: Chapter 6 – Position Paper, Know the Arguments
• Smith: Chapter 10 – Public Comment, Influence Administration
04/10 Session 12: Concluding Remarks
2) Shapiro, Stuart. 2016. “When Do Policymakers Listen to Policy Analysis, and When Do They Ignore It?” THE HILL.

OPTIONAL:
• Cairney, Paul, and Kathryn Oliver. 2017. “Evidence-Based Policymaking is Not Like Evidence-Based Medicine, So How Far Should You Go To Bridge the Divide between Evidence and Policy?” Health Research Policy and Systems. 15: 35.
• Smith: Chapter 9 – Testimony, Witness in a Public Hearing, Appendix A – Writing Clearly.

04/17 Session 13: Group Presentations

04/24 Session 14: Group Presentations

05/08 Final Policy Analysis Due at 5:20pm